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The Archivio Storico Ricordi 


The Archivio Storico Ricordi began and grew with the 
publisher Ricordi, founded in 1808. Considered one of the 
most important private musical archives, it preserves the 
original handwritten scores of 23 of Verdi’s 28 operas, all 
the operas by Giacomo Puccini (except La Rondine), and 
also a great many works by composers like Bellini, Rossini 
and Donizetti up to contemporaries like Nono, Donatoni, 
Sciarrino and Bussotti.



About three years ago, Bertelsmann, the German media 
group which owns the archive and Ricordi & C., the legal 
entity of the Archivio Storico Ricordi, jointly launched a 
project to index and digitize the collection and conserve 
the original documents. 

The Archive 



Ricordi shop and offices, located in the building adjacent to the Teatro alla Scala, lithograph by Alessandro Sanquirico, 1844



Giovanni Ricordi, lithograph by Antonio Bignoli



Le stagioni dell’anno by Antonio Nava, first printed edition by Casa Ricordi, 1808



The Grand Five of Italian Opera 
 



  7.800 Manuscript scores

  16.000 Letters

  10.000 Libretti

  10.200 Stage, costume and props designs

  6.000 Photographs

  200 Prints

  100 Posters

Hundreds of Periodicals

Thousands of Printed scores

Numbers 



“The Archivio Ricordi is  
a cathedral of music,  
unique in the world.”


Luciano Berio



internal/preparatory 

§  cataloguing / indexing

§  digitization 

§  conservation 



public/projects 

•  publications 

•  web publishing 

•  web-based projects

•  digital projects

•  exhibitions 

Development 





web version of the publishing catalogue
in collaboration with: Agostina Zecca Laterza



•  first web-resource of the Archivio Ricordi

•  first release: July 2014

•  more than 40.000 records

•  chronological range: 1808-1870



ongoing

-  complete the XIX century

-  evaluate the implementantion of catalogues of 

publishers acquired by Ricordi 

Catalogo Numerico Ricordi 
http://www.archivioricordi.com/it/catalog









The project aims to make available online the 
hypertext of the entire collection of letters and 
letterbooks, referencing names, places and musical 
works with permanent links to international
authority files. 

The core of the project is the progressive 
connection of these citations with all the relevant 
records of the Archive: scores, libretti, iconography, 
business documents.

Open source tools, a system of open annotations, 
and the use of authority files allow the reuse of 
data and a seamless connection with other 
national and international archives of a similar 
nature.

The Letters of  Casa Ricordi 
under construction: released in 2017 



Our Network 



development| guidelines | digital migration 

§  being accessible  > web resorces are constantly available

§  being collaborative > create an international community

§  being multi-platform > same content available on different devices

§  being generous  > free resources



the role of  Bertelsmann 

In 1994 the German media company Bertelsmann 
acquired Ricordi. In the same year the protection of 
Italy's cultural authorities, which previously covered the 
most important music manuscripts, was extended to 
protect every section of the historical collection.

Considerable attention has been dedicated by the new 
investor to the care and appreciation of the precious 
Historical Archive of the Company, a unique testament of 
its own cultural and entrepreneurial history. 



Thank You 


